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Schmuki exhibits PlantBot Genetics
January 22, 2014
Jeff Schmuki will be exhibiting ‘Foodture: PlantBot Genetics’ from January 31 through April 11 at Wayne State University in
Michigan. PlantBot Genetics is a venture between Schmuki and artist Wendy DesChene where they couple interdisciplinary
art practices with current scientific knowledge on the environmental and social costs of bioengineered crops.
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Professor joins student as they
present research
January 22, 2014
Don Armel and two of his graphic communications management students, Rebekah Thompson and Timothy Davis, will be
attending the Georgia Undergraduate Research Conference in Columbus, Georgia. Thompson and Davis will present
research they conducted testing the effectiveness of using a laser engraver to make flexographic plates during the
conference.
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Lois Harvey
Middle Georgia State College
Lois Harvey, 3D Student, has Solo
Exhibit
January 22, 2014
(originally posted by Middle Georgia State College)
Ceramic Sculpture Featured At Peacock Gallery
The work of  Lois Harvey, a ceramic sculptor, will be exhibited at Middle Georgia
State College’s Peacock Gallery from January 27 through February 1. Peacock
Gallery is located in Russell Hall of the Cochran Campus.
A gallery talk and art opening – free and open to the public – will take place
from 6 to 7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 27. The Peacock Gallery’s daily hours are 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 8
a.m. to noon Friday. Admission is free.
Lois Harvey’s artist statement:
“I’m interested in how physiological frameworks are organized within nature. Over the past year, I’ve become increasingly
fascinated by structures found in the human body, specifically these anatomical elements that experience change or evolution
over time or during spurts of growth. It is the correlation between a form and evolution that I find extremely engaging.
My sculptural ceramics can be seen as abstract representations of human infrastructures. The hand-made forms do not depict
organisms found in nature, but mimic relics that could be attributed to human society. By creating structures based on simple
linear elements, I can explore the role of repetition, gravity and the limitations of weight within nature. The result is objects that





Cochran Campus maps and directions: http://www.mga.edu/about/maps.aspx.
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Majumdar Presents at Conference on
Design Principles and Practices
January 22, 2014
Santanu Majumdar presented at the Eighth International Conference on Design Principles and Practices – Design as
Collective Intelligence that took place January 16 – 18, 2014 in Vancouver, Canada. Santanu presented his paper, “The State
of Design Education: Twenty-first Century Design Education.”
Additionally, Majumdar is part of Statesboro’s South Main Revitalization Teamwho are working to bring culture back to the
southern part of downtown Statesboro.
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